Using three-, four-, and n-compartment closed models to estimate glomerular filtration rate during and after a constant rate intravenous infusion.
The two-compartment open model is currently used to assess the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) after a single intravenous injection or a constant rate intravenous infusion. This model needs multiple blood samples from a patient, thus numerous limited sampling models have been so far developed to reduce the number of blood samples. In the present study, the three-, four- and n-compartment closed models have been developed to assess GFR after and during a constant rate intravenous infusion, which include the renal and all possible non-renal elimination pathways. Although more non-renal elimination compartments were included in the modelling, the results show it only leads to the increase in the similar analytical solutions for these compartments and the analytical solution for the blood compartment is the same as that in the two-compartment open model. Theoretically, the developed models can be used to assess GFR with a single blood sample at any sampling time with several urine samples.